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The Effects of Slice-Selective Excitation/Refocusing in Localized Spectral
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Spectral editing using gradient-selected double-quantum filter-
ing (DQF) with PRESS localization has been used for selective
observation of metabolites in vivo. In previous studies using lo-
calized DQF sequences, it is generally assumed that the slice-
selective pulses used in the sequence have no roles in coherence
transfer, and do not interfere with DQF. To validate this assump-
tion, the effects of slice-selective excitation/refocusing on DQF
were investigated in DQF lactate editing sequences combined with
PRESS localization. Contrary to the previous assumption, the re-
sults show that, due to chemical shift displacement artifact and
J coupling, slice selection in DQF does interfere with coherence
transfer, affecting both the accuracy of spatial localization and the
detection sensitivity adversely. In the case of lactate editing, the ef-
fects of this interference can be accounted for simply by adjusting
the strength of the slice-selection gradients and by using narrow-
band slice-selective refocusing pulses. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: spectral editing; double-quantum coherence trans-
fer; double-quantum filtering; chemical shift displacement artifact;
spatial localization.

INTRODUCTION

Severe spectral overlap and interference from lipid and wa
signals often limit the usefulness of1H magnetic resonance spec
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ther by mechanisms such as transverse relaxation, spin diffu-
sion,J modulation, and RF pulse imperfection (3, 4). For spa-
tial localization, DQF has been combined with both methods
using chemical shift imaging (CSI) and methods using slice se-
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troscopy (MRS)in vivo (1). A family of spectral editing tech
niques has been developed to observe the resonance ofJ-coupled
metabolites selectively and to suppress lipid/water sig
(2, 3). Among these, techniques using gradient-selected dou
quantum filtering (DQF) provide a good compromise betw
lipid/water suppression, detection sensitivity for metabolite
and motion sensitivity, and show considerable promise
in vivoapplication (2–4).

However, the routine use of DQF in practice is still hinde
by technical limitations such as reduced detection sensit
and poor understanding in combining DQF with spatial local
tion. Theoretically, only a fraction (i.e., 25–50%) of the sign
from the target resonance can pass through a DQF sequ
and the signals passing through the sequence are attenuat
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lection (4–19). Because of the intrinsically reduced detect
sensitivity of the DQF sequences and the large voxel ma
size needed in CSI to avoid intervoxel leakage, DQF with
often requires a long acquisition time that is undesirable
in vivo applications (4–7). Localization in DQF has also bee
achieved using slice-selection techniques, including stimula
echo acquisition mode (STEAM) (8, 9), volume-selective spec
tral editing (VOSING) (10), volume-selective refocusing (VSR
(11), spatial and chemical shift-encoded excitation (SPAC
(12), image-selectedin vivospectroscopy (ISIS) (13), longitudi-
nal Hadamard encoding (14), and point-resolved spectrosco
(PRESS) (15–19). DQF with PRESS localization seems to
the most successful among these, and has been used to pe
localized spectral editing for lactate (15), γ -aminobutyric acid
(GABA) (16), glucose (17), glutathione (18), and glutamate (19)
in vivo. The main reasons for its success are because the pul
quence is simple, it achieves spatial localization in a single s
and more importantly it is believed that PRESS localization d
not introduce any further reduction in detection sensitivity.

All spatial localization techniques using slice selection su
from the well-known chemical shift displacement artifact, a
this has been investigated thoroughly in PRESS and PRESS
sequences (20–22). In addition, homonuclearJ coupling affects
the accuracy of spatial localization for lactate in PRESS (23).
In previous studies using localized DQF sequences with s
selection, it has generally been assumed that the slice-sele
pulses have no roles in coherence transfer, and therefore
the spatial localization element of the sequence does not i
fere with DQF. However, it was recently shown that the slice p
file obtained by a slice-selective refocusing pulse in DQF w
PRESS is different from that obtained by the same pulse in
ventional PRESS (24). To clarify this observation and to furthe
investigate the roles of slice-selective pulses in DQF, the eff
of slice-selective excitation/refocusing on DQ coherence tr
fer have been investigated both theoretically and experim
tally in DQF sequences with PRESS localization. It is sho
here that, due to the chemical shift displacement artifact
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J coupling of the edited spin(s), slice-selective excitation/re-
focusing in DQF interferes with coherence transfer within the
region of interest (ROI). The consequences of this interference
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and their solutions are also discussed.

THEORY

Figure 1 shows two commonly used DQF sequences w
PRESS localization. The first 90◦ pulse and two 180◦ pulses in
these sequences are slice selective to achieve three-dimen
spatial localization (15–19). Compared to sequence a, seq
ence b has an extra hard 180◦ pulse inserted in the middle o
the DQ evolution period (t1).

Let us consider the sequence shown in Fig. 1a first. It is w
known that spatial localization obtained by slice-selective e
tation/refocusing depends on the chemical shift of the reson
observed. For instance, for a weakly coupled two-spin-1/2 sys-
tem (IS) with a frequency differenceωIS between the two spins
the center of the slice selected by a slice-selective pulse for
S is shifted relative to that for spin I by an amount

1r = |ωIS|
δ

r, [1]

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for spectral editing using double-quantum c
ence transfer and PRESS spatial localization.
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FIG. 2. Schematic representations of chemical shift-induced spatial
placement (a). Because of the chemical shift-induced spatial displacemen
J coupling, calculating the strength of the slice-selective gradient and the
quency offset of the slice-selective pulse in double-quantum filtering (D
with PRESS localization (c) is different from that in normal PRESS (b) in or
to obtain the same region of interest.r is the slice thickness of the region o
interest, and1r is the chemical shift-induced spatial displacement.

wherer is the slice thickness, andδ (δ > |ωIS|) is the bandwidth
of the slice-selective pulse. Figure 2a shows a schematic
presentation of the chemical shift-induced spatial displacem
Suppose that the carrier frequency of the slice-selective p
is set on resonance for I and the open area (i.e., region ii
region iii combined) is the desired ROI. Because the resona
frequency of S differs from that of I, the area in which S
selected by the pulse in the presence of a slice-selective gra
(i.e., region i and region ii combined) is shifted by1r relative
to the desired ROI. Note that both I and S are selected in re
ii, while only S is selected in region i and only I is selected
region iii.

For the DQF element of the sequence without conside
the pulses to be slice selective, antiphase coherence is g
ated during the DQ creation period (2τ ) and is then converted
into DQ coherence by the second 90◦ pulse. Aftert1, the third
90◦ pulse (i.e., the DQ read pulse) converts the DQ cohere
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back into single-quantum (SQ) coherence which is then detected
at the end of the detection period (τ1+ τ2). When I is edited, the
frequency of all the RF pulses in the sequence is set on reso-
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whereJ is the scalar coupling constant between I and S, and
the subscripts I and S in Eqs. [2] and [3] represent I spins and
S spins, respectively. In region i, S is inverted and I is not re-
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nance for I, except for the DQ read pulse for which a frequen
selective pulse with a frequency set on resonance for S is us
used to increase the intrinsic detection sensitivity (3). Using a
product operator formalism in the spherical basis (25), the co-
herence transfer pathways involving the DQ coherence (I+S+)
and leading to observable signals of spin I (I−) are

I0
90◦→ I−

τ→ I−S0
180◦→ I+S0

τ→90◦→ I+S+
t1→90◦→ I+S0

τ1→180◦→ I−S0
τ2→ I−

and

I0
90◦→ I+

τ→ I+S0
180◦→ I−S0

τ→90◦→ I+S+
t1→90◦→ I+S0

τ1→180◦→ I−S0
τ2→ I−,

whereI0 andS0 represent the longitudinal magnetization o
and S, respectively, andI−S0 andI+S0 represent the antiphas
coherence.

Now consider the effects on DQ coherence transfer of mak
the pulses slice selective. The first 90◦ pulse convertsI0 andS0

into SQ coherence. Because evolution of the SQ coherence
in the subsequent coherence transfer steps does not lead
observable signal of I, the chemical shift displacement arti
caused by this pulse will have no effects on the final res
and thus can be ignored. The function of the two 180◦ pulses in
the sequence is to interchangeI+S0 andI−S0. To obtain perfect
conversion from one to the other, the same 180◦ pulse should ac
as a perfect refocusing pulse for I and simultaneously as a pe
inversion pulse for S. However, this will obviously not be the ca
in practice. When no slice-selective gradient is applied, a
180◦ pulse convertsI+S0 into I−S0 with a conversion efficiency
factor which is determined by experimental parameters suc
the length and the RF power of the pulse as well as the prope
of the spin system such asωIS (24). In the presence of a slice
selective gradient, the same 180◦ pulse refocuses I and inverts
in slices that are displaced from each other by1r (Fig. 2a), and
therefore coherence transfer in different parts of the ROI wil
different. Consider the effects of making the second 180◦ pulse
in Fig. 1a slice selective. In region ii of Fig 2a, I is refocus
and simultaneously S is inverted, allowing normal cohere
transfer:

I+S0
τ1→180◦I+S→ τ2→ sin[(τ1+ τ2)π J]I−. [2]

In region iii, I is refocused, but S is not inverted. Coheren
transfer in this region is

I+S0
τ1→180◦I→ τ2→ sin[(τ1− τ2)π J]I−, [3]
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focused so that the antiphase coherence will be dephase
the crusher gradients around the 180◦ pulse, and there will be
no contribution from this region to the final signal observ
If τ1 = τ2 = 1/4J , no signal will be received from regio
iii (Eq. [3]), and consequently the slice observed will have
duced thicknessr-1r and the center of the slice will be shifte
by 1r/2 compared to the desired ROI which is assumed
be the slice observed for nonedited spins by the same p
in a normal PRESS experiment. In some of the previous s
ies (15), τ 1 and τ 2 were set toτ − t1 and τ + t1 respec-
tively to simultaneously refocus the coherence transfer e
and theB0 inhomogeneity experienced by the DQ coheren
during thet1 period. In this case, signal from region iii wi
be 180◦ out of phase with that from region ii (Eq. [3]), an
thus the signals from these two regions will cancel each ot
Assuming that the distribution of the spins is homogene
and an integrated signal intensity of unity from the desi
ROI, the signal intensity detected experimentally, Int(t1), will
be,

Int(t1) =
[(

1− |ωIS|
δ

)
− |ωIS|

δ
sin(2π J t1)

]
× cos2(π J t1).

[4]

The profile of the slice actually selected will be irregular beca
of cancellation between the signals from the two regions. A s
ilar analysis can be also applied to the first 180◦ pulse. Because
the DQ creation period is always symmetrical with respec
the center of the first 180◦ pulse, no antiphase coherence will
generated in the1r at the end of 2τ (Eq. [3]) and subsequen
coherence transfer in this region will result in no observa
signal.

The simplest way to ameliorate this problem is to use sl
selective 180◦ pulses with high bandwidths to reduce the size
1r relative tor. However, pulses with high bandwidths requ
high RF power which can be limited by the RF amplifier. T
problem can also be solved by adjusting the strength of the s
selective gradient (G) and the frequency offset of the pulse (1ω)
to select a slice that has the same slice thickness and is a
same localization as the desired ROI. Figures 2b and 2c illus
how this can be done experimentally. Normally, when a sli
selective pulse with bandwidthδ (δ > |ωIS|) is used to select a
slice of thicknessr and with a spatial offsetD, G and1ω are
given by

G = δ

r
[5]

1ω = δ × D

r
. [6]
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However, as discussed above, this combination ofG and1ω
will actually select a slice with a reduced thickness and with a
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Under these conditions,Gand1ω should be calculated normally
using Eqs. [5] and [6].
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shifted center when used in DQF with PRESS (Fig. 2b). IfG is
calculated using

G = δ − |ωIS|
r

, [7]

a slice with a thicknessrnew will be selected in normal PRESS

rnew= δr

δ − |ωIS| =
r 2

(r −1r )
. [8]

Provided that there is no contribution from the1r region to
the observed signal, the slice thickness obtained in DQF
PRESS will be (Fig. 2c)

rnew×
(

1− |ωIS|
δ

)
= r. [9]

In order for the slice actually selected to correspond to the des
ROI (Fig. 2c), the offset of the pulse must be determined us

1ω = (δ − |ωIS|)× D

r
+ ωIS

2
. [10]

The above method works well for the first 180◦ pulse. However,
to be able to use Eqs. [7] and [10] to calculateG and1ω for
the second 180◦ pulse,τ1 = τ2 is required. By settingτ1 = τ2,
however, theB0 inhomogeneity experienced by the DQ coh
ence during thet1 period will not be refocused, affecting bo
the intensity and the lineshape of the final signal observed3).
The sequence shown in Fig. 1b is a sequence in whichτ1 = τ2

and simultaneously theB0 inhomogeneity is refocused (3, 16,
17). The extra hard 180◦ pulse at the center oft1 refocuses both
chemical shift andB0 inhomogeneity experienced by I and
during this period. Because no cancellation of signals occu
this sequence, in theory it should give higher detection se
tivity than the sequence shown in Fig. 1a. However, in pract
because more RF pulse and crusher gradients are involved
sequence is often more susceptible to imperfection in RF po
calibration, breaking through of unwanted coherence tran
pathways, and formation of gradient echoes.

In cases whereωIS is relatively large (i.e., in the order o
several hundred hertz), the localization problem for the sec
180◦ pulse in the sequence shown in Fig. 1a can also be solve
using a narrowband pulse withδ < |ωIS|. Such a pulse refocuse
I uniformly throughout the desired ROI, but does not invert
As long as the DQ detection periods are asymmetrical aro
the 180◦ pulse, refocusing in this way will generate a signal w
an integrated intensity which can be described by Eq. [11]

Int(t1) = − sin(2π J t1) cos2(π J t1). [11]
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EXPERIMENTAL

All experiments were carried out on a VarianUNITY INOVA
console connected to a 7-T/20-cm Magnex magnet equip
with actively shielded gradients. A Varian quadrature coil with
diameter of 4 cm was used for both transmission and recept
All experiments were performed on a 1.2-cm-diameter cyl
drical phantom containing 27 mM lactate solution in salin
Lactate-edited spectra were acquired with the sequences sh
in Figs. 1a and 1b using a 10-ms single-lobe sinc pulse for
DQ read pulse, TR= 6.0 s, 2τ = 72 ms, a spectral bandwidth o
5000 Hz, 2048 data points, and 16 averages. For other pu
in the sequences, hard pulses were used unless otherwise
ified. In the sequence shown in Fig. 1a,τ 1 andτ 2 were set to
τ − t1 andτ + t1, respectively. In the sequence shown in Fig. 1
τ1 = τ2 = τ . The carrier frequency was set on resonance
the lactate methyl group, and the frequency of the read pulse
centered on the lactate methine resonance. The flip angles o
pulses were carefully calibrated. The orientation and the a
plitude of all crusher gradients and coherence transfer path
selection gradients were adjusted experimentally to maxim
the efficiency of water suppression and to minimize the form
tion of gradient echoes.

The first set of four experiments was done without spatial
calization, and three-lobe sinc pulses were used for 180◦ pulses.
In the first experiment, thenormalrefocusing profiles of 1- and
2-ms sinc pulses were determined by acquiring water spe
using a double spin-echo sequence (TE1=TE2= 72 ms) as
the frequency offset of the second 180◦ pulse was varied from
−4000 (e.g., upfield) to 4000 Hz (e.g., downfield) relative to t
resonance frequency of water. In the second experiment, lac
editing was performed using either 1- or 2-ms sinc pulses
both the first and the last 180◦ pulses as the frequency offset o
the last 180◦ pulse was varied from−3000 to 3000 Hz with re-
spect to the carrier frequency.t1= 16 ms. In the third experiment
without spatial localization, a sinc pulse was used for either
first 180◦ pulse or the last 180◦ pulse, with a hard pulse used
for the other 180◦ pulse(s). Lactate editing was performed a
the length of the sinc pulse was varied from 1 to 8 ms in 0.5-
increments, witht1= 16 ms. In the fourth experiment, a sin
pulse of either 1 or 6 ms was used for the last 180◦ pulse. Lac-
tate editing was performed ast1 was varied from 10 to 26 ms in
2-ms increments.

In the second set of experiments, lactate-edited spectra w
acquired from a 10-mm slice located at the center of the mag
selected by using a slice-selective three-lobe sinc pulse for
last 180◦ pulse in the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1a. The pu
length of the sinc refocusing pulse varied from 1 to 8 ms, a
t1= 16 or 24 ms.

In the third set of experiments, lactate-edited spectra w
acquired from a 20× 20× 10-mm3 voxel, with t1 of either 16
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or 24 ms. Three-lobe sinc pulses 1 ms long were used for the
first 90◦ pulse and for the first 180◦ pulse. A three-lobe sinc

o
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profiles of the sinc pulses numerically. Depending on the pulse
length, the RF power used for simulation was such that a 180◦
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pulse with a length of either 1 or 6 ms was used for the sec
slice-selective 180◦ pulse. The phase (φ) of the DQ creation
pulse and the DQ read pulse was determined as describe
Trabesingeret al. (18). For the first slice-selective 180◦ pulse,
G and1ω were calculated using Eqs. [7] and [10]. For th
second slice-selective 180◦ pulse,G and1ω were calculated
using either Eqs. [7] and [10] or Eqs. [5] and [6].

Post-acquisition spectral processing in all cases included z
filling the free induction decays to either 4096 or 8192 data po
and applying a 2- to 5-Hz exponential line broadening. Spe
were phased individually to give a pure absorption linesh
and then corrected for baseline drifting. For quantification,
intensity of the lactate methyl signal was used when it co
be confirmed that the linewidth remained constant through
the experiment. Otherwise, the area under the edited lactate
nal, derived using spectral deconvolution with a pure Lorentz
lineshape, was used.

A custom-written Fortran 77 program using a rotation m
trix algorithm was used to evaluate the refocusing and invers
dited
c, open
anel
st 180
FIG. 3. The dependence of water signal intensity on the frequency offset of the last 180◦ pulse in a double spin-echo sequence (a). The dependence of e
lactate signal intensity on the frequency offset of the last 180◦ pulse in the pulse sequences shown Figs. 1b and 1a is shown in b and c, respectively. In a–
and closed circles represent the experimental data obtained using 1- and 2-ms three-lobe sinc 180◦ pulses, respectively. The solid lines connect data points. P
d shows stacked spectra of an edited lactate methyl resonance acquired using the sequence shown in Fig. 1a, with a 2-ms sinc pulse used for the la◦ pulse
whose frequency offset was varied between−1400 (rightmost) and 1400 Hz (leftmost) in 100-Hz increments.
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flip angle was produced at the carrier frequency. The chem
shift difference and theJ coupling constant between the lacta
methyl group and the lactate methine group used for simu
tion were 832 and 7 Hz, respectively (26). When needed, the
areas under the profile curves were calculated by a 1000-
numerical integration.

RESULTS

The dependence of the water signal intensity on the freque
offset of the second 180◦ pulse in the double spin-echo sequen
is shown in Fig. 3a. For both 1- and 2-ms pulses, the profiles
symmetrical with respect to the resonance frequency of w
and have shapes typically seen for sinc pulses. The refocu
bandwidths for 1- and 2-ms sinc pulses are 4400 and 2200
respectively. When used as the last 180◦ pulse in DQF lactate
editing sequences, the refocusing profiles of the sinc pulses
remarkably different from those shown in Fig. 3a. In the s
quence shown in Fig. 1b, the refocusing profiles have redu
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bandwidths and are shifted downfield (Fig. 3b). In the sequence
shown in Fig. 1a, the refocusing profiles of the sinc pulses
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became constant again when the pulse was longer than 5 ms.
The solid line represents a numerical simulation for the data
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are irregular in shape, with two components under each c
(Fig. 3c). The total bandwidth of the two components for ea
pulse is similar to the bandwidth for the same pulse when u
in a double spin-echo experiment (Fig. 3a). The bandwidth
the upfield components are virtually the same, about 800
for the 1- and 2-ms pulses. The downfield components of
profiles resemble the profiles in Fig. 3b, and have higher sig
intensity than the corresponding upfield components. Figur
shows stacked spectra of an edited lactate methyl resonanc
quired using the sequence shown in Fig. 1a with a 2-ms
pulse used for the last 180◦ pulse. The frequency offset of th
sinc pulse was varied between−1400 (rightmost) and 1400 H
(leftmost) in 100-Hz increments. All spectra were scaled ide
cally and had the same zero-order phase correction. A 180◦ phase
reversal for the edited lactate signals occurs between−300 and
−400 Hz, the frequency separating the two components of
profile curve of the pulse (Fig. 3c).

Figure 4a shows the dependence of the integrated lactate
nal intensities on the lengths of the sinc refocusing pulses w
out spatial localization. The lactate signal intensities remai
constant when the pulse lengths of the first 180◦ pulse in the
sequence from Fig. 1a (closed circles), or the last 180◦ pulse in
the sequence from Fig. 1b (open circles), were between 1
2 ms, declined when the pulses had lengths between 2 and
and disappeared when the pulses were longer than 3 ms. W
the sinc pulse was used as the second 180◦ pulse in the sequenc
from Fig. 1a (closed squares), the lactate signal intensities
mained constant when the pulse length was between 1 and
fluctuated when the pulse had a length between 2 and 5 ms
rst
ths of the

ct data p
FIG. 4. The dependence of edited lactate signal intensity on the pulse lengths of the 180◦ pulses (a) and the duration oft1 (b) without spatial localization.
In a, open and closed circles represent the experiment data acquired when the pulse lengths of the last 180◦ pulse in the sequence shown in Fig. 1b and the fi
180◦ pulse in the sequence shown in Fig. 1a were changed, respectively. Closed squares represent the experiment data acquired when the pulse lenglast
180◦ pulse in the sequence shown in Fig. 1a were changed, and the solid line represents a numerical simulation for these data. The dashed lines conneoints.
In b, solid lines represent numerical simulation for the experimental data (open triangles and closed circles) using Eqs. [4] and [11].
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represented by the closed squares, and models the shape
experimental curve well. The dashed lines connect data po
Figure 4b shows the dependence of the integrated lactate s
intensity ont1 in the sequence shown in Fig. 1a when a s
pulse of either 1 (closed circle) or 6 (open triangle) ms w
used for the second 180◦ pulse. With the 1-ms refocusing puls
(δ= 4400 Hz), the lactate signal intensity decreased mono
ically with increasingt1. With the 6-ms refocusing pulse (δ=
733 Hz), however, the lactate signal intensity increased witt1
within the observedt1 range, and reached a maximum att1 of
22–24 ms. The solid curves are theoretical predictions from E
[4] and [11], and fit the shape of the experimental curves we

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the integrated lactate s
intensity on the length of the last 180◦ in the sequence show
in Fig. 1a, which was used to achieve one-dimensional spa
localization. At t1= 16 ms, a 6-ms sinc pulse resulted in
integrated lactate intensity 12% higher than that obtained u
a 1-ms sinc pulse. Att1= 24 ms, the increase was as high
80%. The numerical simulations using Eqs. [4] and [11] mod
the basic features of the experimental data reasonably well

Figure 6 shows lactate-edited spectra acquired from
20× 20× 10-mm3 voxel and gives the integrated signal inten
ties (ISI) of the lactate peaks. The spectra shown in the left
right columns were acquired witht1 of 16 and 24 ms, respec
tively. Spectra 6a to 6d were obtained using the sequence sh
in Fig. 1a. Spectra 6a and 6b were obtained using a 6-ms
pulse for the second slice-selective refocusing pulse, while s
tra 6c and 6d were obtained with a 1-ms refocusing pulse. S
tra 6e to 6h were acquired using the sequence shown in Fig
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FIG. 5. The dependence of edited lactate signal intensity on the pulse le
of the last 180◦ pulse in the sequence shown in Fig. 1a with one-dimensio
spatial localization. Open circles and closed squares represent the expe
data acquired when the duration oft1 was 16 and 24 ms, respectively. Sol
lines represent numerical simulation for the experimental data using Eqs
and [11].

with a second slice-selective refocusing pulse of 1 ms.G and
1ω of this pulse were determined using either Eqs. [7] and [
(6g and 6h) or Eqs. [5] and [6] (6e and 6f). The edited lact
methyl signal is a singlet when the refocusing pulse refocu
the lactate methyl resonance only (6a and 6b), while all o
spectra show a doublet signal. Spectrum 6b has the largest
grated signal intensity among all the spectra, about 40% hi
than spectra 6c and 6e.
FIG. 6. Spectra and integrated signal intensities (ISI) of edited lactate methyl resonance acquired from a 20× 20× 10-mm3 voxel in a lactate-containing
phantom using stated experimental settings. The effects of the selection of pulse sequences,t1, the duration of the second slice-selective refocusing pulses (tr), and
the methods for calculating the strength of the slice-selective gradients on ISI are shown. See Results for detailed descriptions.
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Gradient-selected DQF techniques acquire metabolite-ed
spectrum in a single-shot with good lipid and water suppress
and thus are useful forin vivoMR spectroscopy (3). These tech-
niques have been used successfully in a number of studi
observe cerebral metabolitein vivo (15–19, 27). However, two
major technical problems have yet to be solved before the rou
use of gradient-selected DQF in practice. First, as the cost fo
tecting metabolites selectively, the DQF sequences only obs
coherence transfer pathways involving DQ coherence, w
contribute only 25–50% of the total signals available. In pract
the observed signals are attenuated further by mechanisms
as transverse relaxation, spin diffusion,J modulation, and RF
pulse imperfection (4). One way to improve detection sensitivi
is to develop DQF sequences which recover full signals of
edited metabolite(s) (4, 28). However, these sequences requ
either phase cycling or add/subtraction of sequentially acqu
spectra, and thus are susceptible to motion artifact and als
less efficient in water/lipid suppression, making them less u
ful for in vivoapplications. Another way, probably also the mo
practical way, to ameliorate the detection sensitivity problem
the conventional DQF techniques is to identify and underst
all the mechanisms that reduce the detection sensitivity ex
imentally. By doing so and by making technical improveme
for each of them, it is possible to have an experimental de
tion sensitivity that is close to the theoretical maximum whi
although reduced from full, will still make these editing tec
niques useful in practice. The second difficulty in using D
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in vivo is to combine it with spatial localization, an essential
element for allin vivoMRS. Most of the earlier developments in
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DQF sequences were done either without spatial localizatio
with spatial localization that either reduces the already-redu
detection sensitivity or compromises the motion sensitivity
the sequences (8–14).

DQF with single-shot PRESS localization has recen
emerged as the most successful and practical spectral ed
technique forin vivo applications (15–19). However, despite
the success, two questions remain. First, is spatial localiza
achieved by PRESS in DQF sequences for aJ-coupled metabo-
lite the same as that achieved by normal PRESS for noncou
metabolites? Second, does PRESS localization interfere
DQF in any way and impose any reduction in detection sens
ity for the edited metabolite(s)? To answer these two questi
the effects of slice-selective excitation and refocusing on DQ
herence transfer were investigated in this study. The results s
that, due to the chemical shift displacement artifact andJ cou-
pling, slice-selective excitation/refocusing in DQF sequen
does interfere with coherence transfer. If not accounted for,
interference will result in inaccuracy in spatial localization a
a reduced detection sensitivity.

When a shaped pulse is used as a slice-selective pulse in
with PRESS localization, the frequency profile generated
the pulse is different from that observed in a simple PRE
experiment for observing noncoupled metabolites, and th
especially true for slice-selective refocusing pulses (Fig. 3).
stead of acting on SQ coherence as they do in normal PR
for observing noncoupled metabolites, the two slice-selec
refocusing pulses in DQF sequences with PRESS localiza
act on antiphase coherence that always involves two or m
coupled spins with different chemical shifts. The RF pulses
are on resonance for one spin will be off resonance for o
spin(s). Because of the off-resonance effects, refocusing o
antiphase coherence will be inhomogeneously across the
ThroughJ-coupling-induced coherence evolution, this in tu
causes different coherence transfer in different parts of the R
The final manifestation of this effect is that the signal from o
part of the ROI vanishes (Fig. 3b) or cancels with the signal fr
another part (Figs. 3c and 3d), resulting in a difference betw
the volume actually selected experimentally and the target
and therefore inaccuracy in spatial localization and a redu
detection sensitivity.

The interference between DQF and slice-selective refo
ing is further demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Even with
slice-selective gradients, the lengths of the refocusing pu
affect the observed intensities of the edited lactate sig
(Fig. 4a). This is a result of bandwidth of the refocusing pu
and off-resonance effects mentioned above. When the refo
ing pulse is set on resonance for the lactate methyl group, it
be off resonance for the lactate methine group. Dependin
the bandwidth and therefore the length of the refocusing pu
the lactate methine group is either inverted completely (e
pulse length less than 2 ms) or incompletely (e.g., pulse len
or
ced
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tiphase coherence are therefore different with refocusing pu
of different lengths. Through coherence transfer, the even
manifest is the dependence of the signal intensity on the r
cusing pulse length observed in Fig. 4a. Similarly the length
the refocusing pulses affect the intensities of the edited lac
signals in the presence of a slice-selective gradient (Fig. 5
both cases, theoretical simulations agree with experimental
reasonably well, and the noticeable discrepancy between the
could be due toB1 inhomogeneity of the RF coil, other impe
fections of the pulses, and coherence transfer during the p
which is not considered in the theoretical simulation used in
study (29).

This study used DQF sequences with PRESS localiza
as examples. However, the results obtained can readily be
tended to other localized DQF sequences using slice selec
By understanding the mechanisms underlying the interfere
between slice selection and DQF, it is possible to design
calized DQF sequences with more accurate spatial localiza
and better detection sensitivities as shown in Fig. 6. Although
detection sensitivities obtained experimentally by using the c
ventional and the proposed experimental settings are not c
pared relative to the maximum theoretical detection sensiti
directly, it is clear from Fig. 6 that, by using the experimen
settings proposed in this study for lactate editing (Fig. 6b),
detection sensitivity for lactate can be improved by as m
as 40% compared to what is obtained when the conventi
settings are used (Figs. 6c and 6e).

The exact interference pattern and the extent to which
interference affects the experimental outcome depend on
field strength and the RF pulses used, and on the spin syste
of the metabolite(s) observed. For metabolites with complica
coupling systems such as glutamate and glutathione, ana
cal expressions that can be used to describe the interfer
quantitatively, such as Eqs. [4] and [11] in this study, are
always readily obtainable. Therefore, the simple solutions p
posed in this study for lactate editing might not be applica
or sufficient in dealing with spectral editing for other metab
lites. For a given pulse sequence and a given metabolite targ
for editing, another possible solution would be developing
algorithm that can be used to evaluate the performance o
sequence theoretically in terms of both the accuracy in s
tial localization and the actual detection sensitivity (19). The
results obtained from the evaluation could then be used
ther to optimize the pulse sequence before acquisition o
account for the experimental errors in data analysis after
quisition.
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